INTRODUCTION
In our approach, a virtual enterprise (VE) is a dynamic business-system, which contains an aggregate of amalgamated technological resources (competences) of autonomous business units (agents) within a common information (virtual) space on the temporary cooperative basis. These units are able to produce products or services through their co-operation and operative resources distribution . The vertical and horizontal customer oriented networking leads to new problems for the supply chain management (SCM) (Kaihara, 1999) . The traditional supply chains, which have stable structures and determined interactions, evolve into intelligent supply chains characterized by flexible structuring and dynamical interactions (Zeng, Sycara, 1999 , Swaminathan et al., 1998 . The special feature of the SCM in VE consists in flexibly configurable supply chains, conditioned by an enlargement of alternatives to search suitable partners for the cooperation. That gains complexity because the manufacture of a product might be carried through via several variants and several agents can again complete partial performances within those variants.
In our approach, supply chain planning is a macro-function, which contains supply chains dynamical analyzing, modeling, structuring and scheduling. Three problems of supply chain planning are to solve using a common methodological framework (s. figure 1 ):
Synthesis of the VE's structure (building of a competence pool in accordance with the technological details of the product), Synthesis of the supply chain structure (building of the supply chain through partner selection of this pool in accordance with the economical and administrative information, e.g. due dates, priorities, costs, etc.) and Scheduling in the supply chain. Planning of large-scale processes with complex goals and constraints can hardly be done using a centralized dispatcher and traditional methods focusing on deterministic or stochastic systems. That's why the problem of how to design networked supply chain planning and control with the use of intelligent agents is a subject of increasing interest from both the academic and industrial research communities (Fox, 1994 , Rzevski, 1997 , Parunak, 1999 , Shen, 1999 , Rabelo, 2002 .
RELATED WORKS
The modern approaches of VE modeling and structuring are based on small autonomous elements that collaborate which each other for solving of certain tasks in an adjusted application area. The origin of these ideas lies in cellular manufacturing systems (Shaw, 1987) . In the concept of holonic manufacturing systems (Wang, 2001 ) corresponding systems are standing out for the balanced proportion of stability and flexibility of its structures. The autonomy of the elements (agents) of this structure covers not only the operative process but also the process of the formation of the structure. The decomposition of a system in autonomous elements (called Holons) forms the cooperative elements. Concept of nonhierarchical, regional production networks is based on small production units, so called competence cells (Teich, 2003) . These units possess only few and very specific key competencies. Because of the order-specific selection of those small units, it becomes possible to quickly and flexibly react in case of changing market demands. By the nature these small autonomous elements are very similar to intelligent agents.
Intelligent agents represent a modern approach in Artifical Intelligence and are dealing with software entities which possess competences and resources, can act autonomously, reactive and adaptive, communicate with other agents, are goaloriented, and are using explicit knowledge (Weiss, 2000) . In recent years, the concepts of utilization of multi-agent paradigm for supply chain management and virtual enterprises have been strongly developed (Shen, 2001 ). For such problem areas as modeling supply chain dynamics (Swaminathan, 1998) , real-time flexible supply chain structuring (Zeng, 1999) , production planning and control in VE (Camarinha-Matos, 1999), distributed dynamic scheduling in manufacturing (Silva, 2002) , smart coordination of dynamic supply chains (Rabelo, 2002) , decentralized learning in enterprise collaborative systems (Gangli, 2003) the have been proposed adequate models and algorithms based on multi-agent systems (MAS) and modern heuristics.
The deficit of recent researches has been the separative consideration of analysing, modeling, scheduling and control phases in SCM with the use of various methods and models for all these phases, which have not been concerned methodological to each other. The introduction of the planning function can help to develop a methodological framework of virtual enterprise researching.
A GENERAL FORMULATION FOR SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING IN VIRTUAL ENTERPRISES
In our approach, the problem of structural-functional synthesis of supply chains is formulated in such a way in order to create a unified basis of supply chain analysing, modelling and control taking into account external influences. The ground of this formulation is the recent results, which have been gained in the theory of structure dynamic control (Sokolov, 2003 
AGENT-BASED SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING
Effective supply chain planning is based on a common framework of analyzing, modeling and synthesizing of plans. This framework has, at first, to correspond to the characteristic properties of VE. Second, it has to integrate supply chain planning. We propose to extend the utilization of multi-agent approach for the method of complex analysing, modelling and control in VE. Thus MAS can be considered as a complex framework of integrated supply chain planning, because of characteristics corresponding to requirements on SCM in VE (s. table 1). According to these requirements, the agent-oriented approach for VE seems to be more efficient as object oriented one because of taking into account activity and competition.
The use of MAS facilitates a common representation of objects and concepts through the elaboration of the VE ontology as a unified contract specification system. Moreover, the utilization of MAS for VE framework makes the use of optimisation methods, which are also based on agent principles such as method ACO (Ant Colony Optimisation) more efficient (Teich, Ivanov, 2002) .
The MAS functional architecture designed for networked supply chain planning consists of enterprise agents, order agents supply chain agents, which build the functional part, and cooperative knowledge base, a system buffer and information tools, which forms the technical background for information and knowledge management. Enterprise, order and supply chain agents are semantic agents. There are also agents groups of syntactical and morphological levels (Ivanov, Arkhipov, 2003) . Building of these agents occurs dynamically by decomposing of the tasks of semantic agents. The technical background consists of cooperative knowledge base, a system buffer (a cooperative blackboard for agent auctions and a cooperative Scoreboard for results evaluation) and program tools for information and knowledge management. A general agent model is shown in the figure 2.
An agent is defined by the following set of characteristics.
= Set of attributes that characterize its (simulated) state at a given instant of time. State information includes base information about agent's competences (e.g., technological resources) and processing state (e.g., current product inventory, capable resources, production costs etc.).
D(t) = Knowledge base of agent.
= Set of incoming messages at agent. = Set of outgoing messages at agent. selector function that chooses and sequences a set of incoming messages based on domain knowledge, current state and priorities of agent.
Agent interactions while supply chain planning are described below (s. also Ivanov, Kaeschel, 2003) . Enterprise agents (EA) represent network participants. All the agents have permanent access to databases containing general information related to products (CAD, PDM) and operative information related to resources (ERP/SCM/MES). Each agent represents the competences of a real enterprise. The main aim of an EA is to maximize its profit. They aim to gaining the most profitable orders. The EA's offer their competences and compete with each other to get a job or more in the supply chain. The selected EA's communicate with the SCA while producing and transmit the actual production Figures.
Order agents (OA) maintain customers' orders beginning from their incoming up to finishing. Each order will be managed by an OA. The OA coordinates interactions of the first planning level. The main aim of the OA is to synthesize a rough production plan and the competence pool. For this goal the OA uses information about average estimations for order positions from the MAS knowledge base, interacts with an external technological system (PDM, CAD) and with EA's.
Supply chain agents plan and manage supply chains. Each supply chain will be managed by an SCA. The SCA co-ordinates interactions on the second and third planning level as well as on the control level. The main aim of the SCA is to synthesize supply chain structure of the various alternatives of the competence pool, to schedule and to control the supply chain. The SCA evaluates the alternative supply chains of the competence pool and select the better one. The enterprises for each technological operation of each BOM position will be selected using information concerning the current shop flow situation (e.g. from MESmanufacturing execution systems) as well as information about organizational constraints -soft-facts (e.g. reliability, trust etc.). The better supply chain is resulting from auctions between appropriate partners of the competence pool. Then the supply chain is scheduled. While verifying of this detailed plan the SCA also interact with the EA's and the OA. The third planning level is meant for detailed scheduling within the synthesized supply chain. After production starting the continuos control phase takes place and lasts until the order is finished.
Valuable knowledge obtained by agents while carrying out the order is saved in their knowledge base and can be used in new actions. The saved parameters are also available after job finishing and may be used to solve possible conflicts. Moreover, cooperative Scoreboard of intelligent agents makes it possible to control and to change cooperative partner processes especially efficiently. The other advantage of agent-based technology is that it makes the use of agent-based optimisation algorithms of scheduling such as ACO more efficient (Ivanov, Kaeschel, 2003) .
CURRENT RESEARCH STATE AND FURTHER PLAN
Our main research objective is to develop a system of supply chain management in VE and to evaluate the results from simulation of case examples on a real production network existing in Saint Petersburg and Moskau. The ground of this research will be the recent mathematical results, which were gained in the theory of structure dynamic control and facilitate the dynamic consideration of SCM in VE. Some of these results are realized as software SDC (Structure Dynamic Control) at Saint Petersburg Institute of Informatics and Automation as part of the international partner project of the EOARD "The Optimal Structure Reconfiguration in a Complex Technical System".
Software SDC facilitates real-time planning and monitoring of the processes and states in complex systems. Current state of the SDC facilitates synthesizing of supply chains in case of simply ontology (if there is a centre, which co-ordinates the activities in the VE and distributes the jobs to the enterprises in accordance to the available resources). The further direction of our researches is to provide the software with the agent oriented technologies so as to integrate it in the general information on space of the VE (Ivanov, Arkhipov, 2003) . Introduction of intelligent agents as additional program modules can help to realize the ontology, when the enterprises compete and act non-cooperatively. 
CONCLUSION
Efficient supply chain planning in virtual enterprises is based on a common framework of analyzing, modeling and synthesizing of plans. In this paper, we presented methodological basis of such a framework with the use of multi-agent paradigm. We proposed to extend the utilization of multi-agent approach for the method of complex analyzing and modeling in virtual enterprises. For its realization we elaborated the functional agent model and MAS architecture for intelligent support of collaborative processes in virtual enterprises. A general formulation of dynamic supply chain planning in virtual enterprises was given. We plan to enrich our concept through extension of models of dynamical structuring in virtual enterprises. We are currently working on integrating planning, scheduling and control models as well as on scheduling optimization algorithms. We are also working on adaptation and risk models. The goal of our researches will be to design the unified methodological and technical basis of supply chain analysing, modelling and control and to evaluate the results from simulation of case examples on a real production network existing in Russia.
